A fully intact human fetus is seen moving its arms and legs outside of the womb, in the latest damning Planned Parenthood video released by the pro-life Center for Medical Progress.

*Update: This is a repost after the original article went viral yesterday thanks to Infowars readers, listeners and pro-life supporters. While the footage is no doubt difficult to view, it’s important to see and acknowledge what’s going on behind closed doors at abortion facilities across America.*

*Original story below.*

**WARNING: VIDEO FEATURES GRAPHIC CONTENT. VIEWER DISCRETION IS ADVISED.**

Ex-Stem Express procurement technician Holly O’Donnell appears again in the 7th installment of the group’s undercover series, revealing even more horrific details about her former employer’s partnership with Planned Parenthood and their alleged customized abortion for profit racket.

“O’Donnell describes the harvesting, or ‘procurement,’ of organs from a nearly intact late-term fetus aborted at Planned Parenthood Mar Monte’s Alameda clinic in San Jose, CA,” CMP notes in their latest video’s description.

“Usually they want both hemispheres intact with the brain stems, which usually doesn’t happen,” O’Donnell says. “They’ll take like a 70 percent intact or an 80 percent intact... and you have to contact them and see if that’ll be ok.”
The former technician goes on to recount how her lab supervisor described tapping the beating heart of a gestated fetus as “cool.”

“Want to see something kind of cool?,”” O’Donnell says her supervisor asked her. “And she has one of her instruments and she just taps the heart and it starts beating... and I’m sitting here and I’m looking at this fetus and its heart is beating and I don’t know what to think.”

O’Donnell goes on:

“It had a face, it wasn’t completely torn up. And its nose was very pronounced. It had eyelids and its mouth was pronounced and then, since the fetus was so intact, she said, ‘OK well this is a really good fetus and it looks like we can procure a lot from it. We’re going to procure brain.’

“The moment I heard that I thought, that means we’re gonna have to cut the head open.

“And she takes the scissors and she makes a small incision right here [points to her chin] and goes, I would say to maybe a little bit through the mouth and she says, ‘Can you go the rest of the way?’ And I didn’t want to do this. And she gave me the scissors and told me I had to cut down the middle of the face.”

Fully intact fetus moves arms and legs around 5:56 in video.

The video also features recordings from the heads of other prominent procurement companies who
partner with Planned Parenthood, including Novogenix Laboratories, LLC, Executive Director Dr. Ben Van Handel, who claims that “There are times when after the procedure is done that the heart actually is still beating.”

The Center for Medical Progress notes their seventh exposé, the third in their Human Capital web series, exhibits Planned Parenthood’s “absolute barbarism.”

“Today’s video contains heartrending admissions about the absolute barbarism of Planned Parenthood’s abortion practice and baby parts sales in which fetuses are sometimes delivered intact and alive,” CMP Project Lead David Daleiden states. “Planned Parenthood is a criminal organization from the top down and should be immediately stripped of taxpayer funding and prosecuted for their atrocities against humanity.”

Last Friday, Stem Express announced it would be severing ties with Planned Parenthood, following vocal protests regarding the release of CMP’s videos.
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